Abstract 11'~ study the motion-planning problem for pairs and tripIes of robots operating in a shared workspace containing n obstacles. A standard way to solve such problems is to view the collection of robots as one composite robot, whose number of degrees of freedom is d, bhe sum of Bhe numbers of dcgrrcs of freedom of t.he individual robots. We shorn that, it is sufficient to consider a constant number of robot systcms whose number of degrees of freedom is at most (I -1 for pairs of robots, and d -2 for t.riples. (For triples :ve need to assume that a solution with positive clearance esists.) R7e use this to obtain an O(nd) time algorithm to solve the motion-planning problem for a pair of robots; t.his is one order of magnitude faster t.han what the standard method would give. For a triple of robots the running t,irne bl;comes O(nd-'), v&i h . t c 1s mo orders of magnitude faster than the standard method. We also apply our method t,o fhc caw of a collection of bounded-reach robots moving in a low-density environment,. Here the running time of our algorithm becomes O(n log n) both for pairs and triples.
avoid. In many applications bhe sit.uaGon is furt.her complicated by the fact that the robot has to share its worltlpacc with other robots. Esamples of this are the bransport,ation systems found at, modern airports, ports, and factories. This is t,he sett.ing of the motion-planning problem we study:
given a collection RI,. . . , Rm of robots wivh dl,. . . , d,, degrees of freedom, respect.ively, and operat.ing in a shared workspace W wit.h n. obstacles, find a collection of paths bringing each robot from a specified st,art posit.ion to a specified goal position without colliding wivith the obst.acles or 6hc other robots. We assume m is a small constant; we will mainly study t,he cases m = 2 and m = 3. The problem becomes PSPACE-complete if the number of robots is not constant [13] .
Two established approaches to this problem are dceoupled planning and centralized planning.
The decoupled planning approach [l, &l&21] first plans t,he motion of each robot individually while ignoring t,hc esistence of the other robot,s, then tries to combine the resulting paths by resolving possible collisions between the pathn. Algorithms following this approach are usually incomplctc in the sense that they are not guaranteed to find a Eolut,ion if one esisbs.
In centralized planning [15, 171 the m robots are regarded as one multi-robot, that is, one robot with several independent body parts that are not necessarily connected to each other. Collisions between the robots Ri turn into collisions between diierent body parts-in obher words, selfcollisions-of Bhe multi-robot. The configuration space of the multi-robot is CSl x-a -x CSm, where CSi is t.hc configuration space of robot R;. The dimension of this configuration space is dl+. . . + d,, t.he sum of t,he dimensions of the individual configuration spaces. Using an algorithm of Basu et al. [2] for constructing roadmaps, one can thus solve the mot,ion-planning problem in O(ndlS"*tdmt ') bime. Under certain general-position assumptions on the configurat,ionspace obstacles one can use Canny's roadmap algorithm [4 to improve the time bound to O(ndlg"'Sdm log n). (In a later paper [5] Canny showed how to eliminate t.hc gencralposition assumption, but unfortunately the adapted version cannot. report an actual path, it can only decide on t.he esistence of a path.)
Since we wish to keep our results iw general as possible, we stick to using t.he roadmap algorithm of Basu et al. from this point on.
Centralized approaches have t,he advantage that they allow for complete planners, which are guaranteed to find a solution whenever one esists. Their main drawback is t,hat the dimension of the configuration space of the mult.i-robot is much higher than that of the individual robots. This increases both the combinatorial and the algebraic complexity of the problem.
Sharir and Sifrony [17] present a general centralizedplanning method that is sometimes more efficient than applying the method of Basu et al. to the multi-robot. Their method requires a cell decomposition for the free portion of each individual configuration space. The cell decompositions arc then combined into a representation of the free space of the multi-robot. The complexity of this representation is the product of the complexities of the individual configuration spaces. This approach can take advantage of the fact that sometimes the complexity of (the cell decomposition of) the free space of a robot Ri is significantly smaller than O(nd' I , For instance, it is well known that the complexity of t re free space of a polygon translating amidst n polygonal obstacles in the plane is only O(n) [12] . Thus the method of Sharir and Sifrony can plan the motion of two polygons in such a workspace in O(n*) time. Applying the method of Basu et al. to the multi-robot would lead to an O(n") algorithm, because the number of degrees of freedom of the multi-robot is four.
WC present a refinement of the centralized-planning approach for pairs and triples of robots. Our technique is quite general: it works for any type of robots (for triples of robots WC need some non-degeneracy assumptions-see Section 4 for details), and it can be combined with roadmap methods and with celbdecomposition methods. The technique reduces the dimension of the configuration space one has to consider for the multi-robot. For pairs of robots it does ao by stipulating that at aII times either one of the robots should be at its start or goal position, or the robots should touch each other; for tripIes of robots the configurations of the multi-robot are constrained in a similar fashion.
The approach of reducing the dimension of the configuration space to be searched was aIso used by Hopcroft and Wilfong [lo, 111 and Fortune et al. [9] . Hopcroft and WiIfang [lo] showed that if the robots form a single connected component at their start and goal configurations and if there exists a co&ion-free motion of the multi-robot in which the robots need not touch, then there exists a path such that the robots form a connected component throughout the entire motion, This implies that the search in the configuration apace can be limited to a lower-dimensional subspace. However, their result only holds when the configuration space is contractible to a point. In a later paper Fortune et al. [9] considered the case of two planar robot arms, each having one extendible and rotatable link. For this case, where the ConfIguration space is not contractible to a point, they gave a proof (tailored to this special case) that it is sufficient to consider only motions in contact; in addition, they developed an algorithm to find such motions. In their second paper [ll] , Hopcroft and Wilfong applied the result from their first paper to transIating axis-parallel poIygons in R2. In particular, they showed that planning the motions of n rectangles in a rectangular work space is in PSPACE.
We use essentially the same approach, that is, we also show that the search of the configuration space can be limited to lower-dimensional subspaces-corresponding to configurations with specific properties. However, we do not rcquirc the configuration space to be contractible, thus generalizing the results of Hopcroft and WiIfong to arbitrary robots, For instance, our result is directly applicable to the case of two planar robot arms studied by Fortune et al. Furthermore, we not only prove the existence of a certain restricted type of multi-path, we also present a general algorithm for finding such a path efficiently. Unfortunately, we can only prove our result for two and three robots, so in this respect our results are less general than those of Hopcroft and Wilfong. More precisely, our results are as follows.
In Section 3 we prove that in order to plan the motions of two robots RI and Rz, one does not have to consider the entire (dl f &)-dimensional configuration space C& x CSz, Instead, it is sufficient to consider a collection of five suitably Iinked configuration-space slices (corresponding to the constrained type of configurations mentioned above) whose dimensions are at most dl $-dz -1. Combining this with the method of Basu et al. we obtain a general method to solve the motion-planning problem for a pair of robots in O(ndzSd2) time.
In Section 4 we extend our ideas to triples of robots. Here we show that it is sufficient to consider a constant number of configuration-space slices of maximum dimension dr + dz + a3 -2, which leads to an O(TZ~~+~+~~'~) time algorithm, We need some technical assumptions to prove this result, the most important of which is that a solution with positive clearance exists. Note that one can view a collection of four or more robots as a collection of three robots, one of which is a multi-robot consisting of m -2 robots. Hence, the improvement (as compared to the standard method of viewing the collection of robots as one multi-robot) of two orders of magnitude that we obtain for three robots carries over to the case of four or more robots.
Our approach becomes especially effective when the robots under consideration have bounded reach and the workspace has low density [20], as we show in Section 5. Bounded-reach robots are robots that are not too large compared to the obstacles, and a workspace has low density if any region is intersected by only a constant number of obstacles that are larger than that region. These notions were introduced to exdude unrealistic inputs-contrived workspaces and robots that induce very high free-space complexities. It is expected that in most practical situations the robots have bounded reach and the workspace they operate in has low density. Van der Stappen et al. [20] demonstrate that the complexity of the free space of a single boundedreach robot in a low-density workspace is O(n), irrespective of the number of degrees of freedom of the robot and of the dimension of its workspace. Van der Stappen et al. also give an algorithm to compute a linear-size cell decomposition of the free space, leading to an O(nlogn) time algorithm to plan the motion of a single robot. Unfortunately, if we consider a pair or triple of bounded-reach robots operating in a low-density workspace, then the free-space complexity of the corresponding multi-robot can be as high as O(n*) for a pair and O(n3) f or a triple. Nevertheless, we show how to apply our method to this case to obtain the following surprising result: for bounded-reach robots in low-density workspaces one can solve the motion-planning problem for pairs or triples of robots in the same time as for a single robot, namely in O(nlogra) time. Note that the method of Shark and Sifrony [17] can be used in thii case, because a cell decomposition of the free space of the individual robots is available. This, however, leads to algorithms with considerably higher running times, namely O(ra*) for a pair of robots and O(n3) for a triple. iutroduction to motion planning can be found in Latombe's book [13] .
Let R = {RI,..., R,} denote a collection of on robots.
M robots operate in bhe same workspace W, which contains % set c = {Cl,.,., CpI} of obstacles. We assume t,hat each robot and each obstacle has constant completity, and that. they arc algebraically defined. i5Te also assume they are open wts; this means that, the robot is allowed to 'slide along' an ohbt de.
The cor$gur&o~a space of robot. R, is denoted by CS,. 'UK dimension of CS, equals di, the number of degrees of freedom of R,. I'l7e .assume that, d, > 0 for every E. Points iu C&-or, ~opz~~?~pr4tioa.~-orrespond to placements of R, in the workspace; we denote the portion of t,he workspace occupied by A, at, configuration p E CS, by I&b].
The points in CSI representing the start, and goal configuration of X, 3re denoted by s, and gr respectively. A pat.h for R, from it 3 start configuration to its goal configuration corresponds to .A curve in CS, from sI to gt-We parameterize the curve b.v a time parameter t, with t E [0, 11, so a path from start to goal configuration is a continuous mapping irt : Each obstacle defines a subset-its copafigaration-space ab:.tcacZr -in 5 configuration space consisting of ah configur;Ltion:, in which the robot intersects that, obstacle. The port ion of the configuration space covered by the configurat,ionspace obstacles is called the fort&Mesa space, and its complement, is called the free space. We call a pat,h xi for R, feasible if %1, does not, intersect. any obstacle during its mot.ion or, in other words, if the curve zrt lies entirely in the free space.
As stated in the introduct,ion, we can view t,he collection of robots as one composite robot, or rrwlts'-robot, with d := CF!, d, degrees of freedom. E7e refer to configurat,ions of the multi-robot as pn~lfi-copafigzaratiopas, and we call a pat.h for the multi-robot, (which is in fact. a collection of pat,hs for the individual robots) a naalti-path. K7e want to find a jt.~ta,.ztk mdtz-path for the robots RI,. . . , R, and their given :,tart and goal configurations, that is, a collection of pat'hs that brings each robot from its start configuration to its go.al configuration without colliding with either the obstacles or the other robots.
Pairs of robots
To esplain the idea of our method, me start by studying the C:EK of a pair of robots. One way of planning the motion of a pair of robots is to view the pair as one robot with d := dr + 62 degrees of freedom. Thus the problem can bc solved in the d-dimensional configuration space CSI x 6s~. Our go,a.l is to reduce the dimension of the space we hot to consider. To t,his end me limit, the possible multiconfigurations-combinations of configurations for t.he two robots-that, we allow. Of course, we have to guarantee that a feasible m&i-path continues to etist,. The multi-configurations that we allow-we call them permissible naulti-configurations-are as follows.
l Mrhen RI is at it,s start OE goal configurat,ion, we allow any configurat,ion of R2.
l When RZ is at its start< or goal configuration, we allow any configuration of RI.
l When neither RI nor R2 is at it,s start or goal configurat,ion, we only allow configurat,ions where Rx and It2 touch each other.
We give an esample. Consider the situat.ion depicted in first Rz moves towards RI unt.il it touches it,, then Ra and RI together move until R2 is at its end configurat,ion, and finally RI breaks off its contact wibh R2 and moves to its own goal configuration.
At first sight, it, seems quite severe to resbrict oneself to permissible multi-configurations.
Nevertheless, it turns out that solutions using only permissible mu16configurat.ions always etit, provided a solut,ion esists at all.
Lemma 1 Let RI and R2 be two robots operating in the same workspace. If there is a feasible multi-path for Given start and goal configurations, there is also a feasible multipath for those start and goal configurations that only uses permissible multi-configurations.
Proof:
Let. II = {Q, 7~) be a feasible multi-path. Vvo define the coordination diagram for II as follows. Let U be the unit. square. We call the edges of U incident to the origin the axes of U. The horizontal asis, or tr-axa's, of, U represents the configuration of RI along nr; the vert,ical asis, or &axis, represents t,he configuration of R:! along 7~. Thus a point (tl, tz) E U corresponds to placing & and Ra at configurations rl(t~) and m(tz) respectively. Obscrvc that the left edge of U corresponds to mult,i-configurat,ions where RI is at its start configuration, bhe top edge of U corresponds to configurations where R2 is at its goal configuration, and so on. A point (tl, t2) E U is called forbidden if RI [x1(11)] intersects Rz[rz(tz)]; otherwise it is called frcu-see Fig. 2 . The coordination diagram for II is the subdivision of U into free and forbidden regions.
Define 0 := (0,O) and 1 := (1,1) to be the lower left nnd top right. vertes of U, respectively. We call a path in U from 0 to 1 a O-l path. Since {nl, 7~2) is a feasible m&i-pabh, RI does not intersect any obst,acle along ?rl and RI does not intersect any obstacle along 7~. Hence, a O-l path that lies in the free region corresponds to a feasible multi-path; we call this a jcasible O-l path. Notice that the diagonal from 0 to 1 is by definition a feasible O-l path. This means that 0 and 1 lie in the same component of the free region. Since they both lie on the boundary of U, they must lie in the same component of the boundary of the free region as well. Hence, there is a feasible O-l path along the boundary of the free region, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Any point on such a O-1 path corresponds to a permissible multi-configuration: the point either lies on the boundary of U, in which case one of the robots is at its start or goal configuration, or it lies on the boundary of a forbidden region, in nrhich case the robots touch each other.
cl
Before we continue we make two remarks about the proof. First, the O-l path that we find is not necessarily monotone in either $1 or t2. This may seem like a problem, because it aecms to mean that we move back in time. But what it really means it that we move back along the path nl or ~2, which is allowed, Second, it is important to realize that me do not have a feasible multi-path available at the start of the algorithm-otherwise we would already be done-so we cannot compute the coordination diagram used in the proof. But WC can UGC it to prove the correctness of our approach.
We now know that we can solve the motion-planning problem by looking at only a subspace of the composite confl&uration space CSr x CSs. This subspace consists of five configuration-apace slices, or slices for short. l In the llrst slice, RZ is free to move and RI is stationary at its start configuration; here we can simply consider RI as an additional obstacle. We denote this configuration-space slice by CSi,,; its dimension is da, the number of degrees of freedom of R2. Linking the configuration-space slices. Of course we cannot treat the five slices completely separately; a feasible multi-path using only permissible multi-confiE;urations will in general switch between slices a number of times. In the example of Fig. 1 , for instance, the first part of the path lies in C&, then (when R2 reaches RI) a switch is made to C&ontxt ) . . and finally a swatch IS made to CSs,s. We have to connect the slices to make such switches possible. We do this by identifying certain transition poinds in each slice. These points correspond to configurations that are represented by a point in one of the other slices as well. For a given transition point in a slice, we call the point in another slice that corresponds to the same configuration its twin is the other slice. Thus if we travel along a curve in one slice and reach a transition point, we may continue in the other slice from its twin. Next we explain which transition points we use.
Fist we observe that no switches can occur between CSI,~ and C&s, because RI cannot go from its start to its goal configuration instantaneously. (If s1 = gi then CSI,, = CSi,s, so we can discard one of these configurationspace slices.) Similarly, no switches can occur between CS2,s and CS2,9.
There is only one point in CSi,, where we can step to CSs,s, namely at 92. Its twin in CSZ,~ is 91. This transition is not needed,.however, because there is no reason to ever come back to the initial configuration and make a switch there. Similarly, we need not add transition points to step from C&,, to C&Q, because when we arrive at that point we have solved the problem.
We do need to add transition points from CSr,, to CSZ,~, namely the point ga E CSl,, and its twin sr E CL&. Siiilarly, we need to add s2 E CSl,s and its twin gi E C& to the collection of transition points.
The difficulty lies in defining transition points to step from CSCOntact to one of the other slices. The problem is that there is an infinite number of configurations common to CScontaet and, say, CSl,,. We want to add only a limited number of transition points, while at the same time enswins that no essential connectivity is lost. To achieve this we add the following transition points.
The free part of the slice CSI,~ consists of a number of cells (&dimensional features), which are bounded by parts of constraint hypersurfaces. We call the (da -I)-dimensional features of a celI the patches of the cell. A patch is a part of the boundary of some configuration-space obstacle (recall that RI is now regarded as an additional obstacle); patches are by definition path-connected. Each patch corresponds to configurations where R2, the robot which is free to move in the slice we are considering, either touches an obstacle or RI. For each patch on the boundary of a cell in the free space that corresponds to configurations where R1 and R2 touch, me take an arbitrary point on the patch as a transition point (together with its twin in CSCOI1tBCt).
The follovzing lemma shams t.hat the t,ransition points we defined are sufficient to capture the connectivity betIveen the slicw.
Lemma 2 If there is a feasible multi-path for given start and goa1 configurations for RI and R2, then there is a feasible multi-path whose corresponding curve in the configuration space CSr :: C& lies entirely in the union of the Eve S&G defined above and srsifches between slices af transition points.
Prwwfi
Let sr, gr, $2, and ga be start. and goal configurations such that. there is a feasible m&i-path for Rr and R2. Lemma 1 states that there is a feasible multipat 11 that uses permissible multi-configurat,ions only, that is, lies in the union of the five slices. Consider such a multi-path II = {ar,;rz}. It. is possible bhat II s1vitche.s bet~veen configuration-space slices at. points ot,her than transition points. We modify II so t.hat. it, only slvitches between slices at transition points.
Smitches that. are nob at. transition points can only occur betjveen CScontac( and one of the other four configurationspace slices. Assume vGt bout. loss of generality that II s&ch-t'l-. to CSr,,. By definition, the &itch must. occur at. a configuration mhere RI and Rl touch and, moreover, RI is at its start, configuration. Hence, this configurat,ion is represented by a point. p on a patch of some free-space cell in CSr,,. Let q be the transition point chosen for that patch. Furthermore, let p' and q' be t,he t.lvins in CSC0nt3Ct of p and q. Because p and q are on the same patch, there is a curve on that, patch connecting bhem. Such a curve corresponds bo a motion of R:: t.hat keeps it, in contact. xvivibh RI. Hence, this motion is aho represented by some curve connecting p' to q' in CSSOntJC(. This means that instead of stepping from cs C*llt.lit to CSl,, at t.he point. p', \ve can first follow the curve from p' to q' in CSCQnt3Ct, then follow the link bet.ween q' and q, and finally move back from q to p. This proves that the transition points provide all the necessary connectivity. B
The algorithm.
U7e combine bhe ideas above Iv&h an algorithm of Basu et al. ['J] . This algorithm computes a roadmap of a given semi-algebraic seb-of the free configuration space in a motion-planning problem, for instance. A roadmop is a one-dimensional subspace-a graph embedded in CS-that capture3 the connectivity of the free configuration space. If the number of obstacles is n and the dimension of the configuration space is d, then the algorithm constructs the roadmap in O(n '+I) time. The algorithm by Basu et al. allows to connect, a given point to the roadmap in U(a) time. We will use this algorithm to include t.he transition points in the roadmap. In both time bounds, t.he const,ant of proportionality depends on the algebraic degree of the constraints.
Nom consider the set.ting lvhere vie have t.lvo robots, RI and R2. We use the method of Basu et. al. to construct a rondmap in each oft he five configuration-space slices defined above. Since the five configurat,ion-space slices have dimensions at most dr + d2 in time O(r~~r+~~). It.
-1, \ve can compute t,hese roadmaps remains to link t,he roadmaps in the f&c configuration-space slices. To t.his end, rve first include in the roadmap of each configuration-space slice the set of transition points defined for that slice-taking O(n) time per point. (W7e esplain belom holv to find the transition points.) This gives us five graphs, each capturing the conncctivit,y of one of the free spaces. Finally, Fve add links between transition points and their tlvins. We t,hus obtain one graph, which captures bhe connect,ivity of the free ~pscc in CSr x CSs.
The computation of t,he transit.ion points is only intcresting for transition points betlveen CScontJet and t.hc wt.her configuration-space slices. Consider t,he surface of t.hc configurat,ion-space obstacle in CSCOntJEt corresponding to RI at its initial configurat,ion (t,hab is, t.he contigurat~ion in which RI is at s1 and in contact, wit,h Ra). This surface is an algebraic variety of dimension d2 -1. Consider t,hc arrangement induced on it by all the configurat,ion-space obst,aclol in cscont act. We place a t,ransition point, in t,hose faces of this arrangement that correspond to free configurat,ions of the cont,act robot. This is done by invoking the algorit,hm of Basu et al. [3] , which yields in O(nda) t,ime a representative point in each face (of any dimension) of the arrangement. For each of the resulbing O(nQ2-') represent,ative pdint:; RY! determine in a brute-force manner whebhcr the point is in the free space; t,he points that are in t.he free space are added to the set of transition points. The t,ime needed for t.hitr is O(nda). Hence, the total t,ime to compude t,he t,ranaition points betvzeen CSCOntJCt and CSl,, is O(nda).
It. follows from the above discussion that t,he total t,ime to compute all the transition poinm is O(nmJX(dXtdd)). The connection of alI these O(TZ~'~(~~~~~)-~) t,ransit,ion points to their respective roadmaps takes O(TP"~(~~~~~)) t,imo. As a result, t.he computat,ion of the final graph, capturing the connectivity of the free space in CSr x CSn, t,akes O(ndr+'J) time. The graph search needed to finally solve the molionplanning problem takes linear time in the size of the roadmap. As a result,, the motion planning problem for a pair of robot:1 can be solved in O(n 'rtda) time. This leads to t,he following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let RI and R2 be two robots, with d1 and $2 degrees of freedom re.spectiveIJ; operating in a workspaw rvith R obstacles. Then rve can compute a feasible multipath for a given pair of start and goaJ configurations for RI and RZ in O(n dl+da) time, ifit esists.
Three robots
To extend the results of the previous sect,ion to t.he case of three robots, we have to find a suitable definition of permissible multi-configurations. We first generalize the not,ion of a coordination diagram, a concept from t,he proof of Lcmma 1. We then prove the esistence of a certain t,ype of O-l path in the coordination diagram-such a curve rcpresents a feasible motion-from mhich bhe definibion of permissible multi-configurations follows. As in t.he previous settion, the permissible multi-configurations induce a const,ant~ number of slices of the configuration space for t,hc multirobot; the motion-planning problem can then be solved in the union of these slices.
Let ?Z = {RI, R2, Ra} denote a collection of three robots operating in a workspace W, which cont.ains a set, (1 = {Cl,..., Cn} of obstacles. Assume that a feasible multi-pnt.h esists between the given start and goal confrgurat.ions of t,he robots. Let II = {rrr ,7r2, ~3) denot,e such a feasible mulbipath. The coordinat,ion diagram for II is defined as follows. Let U denote the three-dimensional unit, cube [0, 11". The edges of U incident t.o the origin are called the arct: of U. Each asis represents the configurat,ion of one of t,he robots; the tl-asis represents the configuration of RI aIong ar, the &axis represents the configuration of Rz along 7r2, and t.hc Let the i-j obstacle Bij be the set of all points (21, t2, la) SO In other words, a free point corresponds to a placement of each robot at some point along its path so that the robots do not overlap, The coordination diagram for II is the subdivision of U into free and forbidden regions. Fig. 3 shows a coordination diagram for three disk-shaped robots in the plane, By definition, the forbidden region is the union of i-j obstacles truncated to within U. Each obstacle is a cylinder that is the Cartesian product of the forbidden region on RODE t&-face of U with the remaining axis. (The titjface of U is the P-dimensional face of U spanned by the tiand tj-axes.) We call path-connected components of these cylinders coordination-diagram obstacles, or cd-obstacles for short, The set of all cd-obstacles is denoted by t3. Note that cd-obstacles have nothing to do with the obstacles in the workspace; they are defined using II, the feasible multipath, and reflect possible interference between robots if they follow the paths of If independently.
Define 0 := (O,O, 0) and 1 := (l,l, 1) to be the lexicographically smallest and largest vertex of U, respectively. A O-l path is a curve in U from 0 to 1; it is called feasible if it lien in the free region 37Z defined as Flz:=u\ua.
By dcfmition of the coordination diagram, the diagonal from 0 to 1 is a feasible O-l path. We want to prove the existence of a feasible O-l path along the boundary of the free region, because this will restrict the configurations for the collection of robots, More precisely, we want to find a O-l path along the so-called alceleton of 37Z, which is the union of the closures of all l-dimensional features on its boundary. We give a more formal definition below.
In the remainder of thii section we will assume that all sets we manipulate are semi-algebraic and correspond to sub-complexes of a common algebraic complex, such as one produced by Collins's cylindrical algebraic decomposition procedure [S] . This "universal" complex is a purely conceptual device and need never be actually computed.
More formally, let hr, . . . , he be the six planes supporting facets of U. Let Hi be the open halfspace bounded by h; and not containing U. Put 31:= {HI,. . . , He).
We nom make some simplifying assumptions about the interaction of the boundaries of the sets in B U 31, which will allow us to present a fairly compact and straightforward proof of the main theorem. A less restrictive version of the argument will appear in the full paper.
Assumption A.1 Each B E B is bounded by a two-diiensional surface, that is, a (not necessarily smooth) manifold.
Assumption A.2 The set of surfaces S := {hl, . . . , he} U {dB : B E S} has the following property: for any subset of the surfaces with a common intersection, the surfaces intersect transversally and their intersection is a manifold of appropriate dimension, that is, two surfaces intersect in a set of disjoint unbounded curves and simple cycles, three surfaces intersect in a finite set of points, and no four surfaces have a point in common.
Under these assumptions, the I-skeleton (or simply sjEeZeton) S of 3R has a particularly simple definition, namely:
We want to prove that there is a O-l path along the skeleton S or, in other words, that 0 and 1 are connected by a path in S. We first slightly refine the notion of a cd-obstacle. Take a pair of robots Ri, Rj. The pairs of configurations along xi and xj where Ri and R, intersect define forbidden points on the titj-face of U. Each maximal path-connected subset Q of the forbidden region on the t&-face (such a subset Q is relatively open in the t&-face) defines a cylinder, which we consider a separate cd-obstacle. The subset Q and, hence, the cylinder itself, need not be simply connected. However, any portion of the free space 9X enclosed inside the cylinder is unreachable from 0 and hence can be disregarded completely. This means that we do not eliminate any feasible O-l paths if me 'fill up' the interior holes in Q to make every cylinder simply connected. The skeleton defined by the filled cylinders is the union of a subset of path-connected components of t,he skeleton of the original cylinders; it includes 0 and 1. Therefore Proposition 4 below is suf&ient to prove the esistence of a path along the skeleton of the coordination diagram. To be able to prove the proposition, we need to make the following additional xsumption:
There is a feasible O-1 pat,h that. stays in Int.m, escept at the endpoints. This amounts to requiring that, bhere esist a multi-pat.h along which (escept at the start and goal configurations) the robots do not touch and stay away from t.heir star&g and goal configurations.
LTe call t.his a positive-clecarance w&i-path.
We suspect, thab t,his assumption is not neces-M~J', but we face some technical difficulties if we drop it. We also suspect that, if there is a posibive-clearance m&i-path, vie can enforce Assumptions A.1 and A.2 by choosing a suitable multi-path defining the coordination diagram, but we have no formal proof at, this poinb.
Proposition
4 Let B be a finite set of simply-connected cylinders as aborr in the three-dimensional unit cube U sati&ing Assumption A and such that there is a O-l pafh in the free region FR := U \ UB safis&ing Assumption B. Then there is a O-l path along the skeleton S of 272.
We first sketch the line of attack. 1T7e argue by contradiction. If there is no O-l path along t,he skeleton, there must be a collection of curve3 (in the proof we actually use more general sets) on t,he surface of 93. that separates the -nrface so that 0 and 1 lie in different. component,s when the curves are removed. Then me view 37?, and its complement 2; two topological spaces glued together along the boundary of 33, wit/a the tscepfiopa of these cows. Since the boundxry of 37Z. is separated by the curves, a path connecbing the two points outside the cube and another one connect,ing tltcm in Z% together form a loop t.hat cannot be contractcd to a point in the topological space obtained by removal of these curves from I!?". We continue by proving that the curves are not, "tangled" in the sense t,hat. each of t,hem can be contracted to a point in a cd-obstacle without, meet,ing the other curves or t,he loop, and t,hen removed. Thus an incremental process removes all curves, yielding p3. We argnc that the non-contractibiit,y of t.he loop we constructed above is not affected by this process-ib should remain noncontractible. F1Te then have a cont,radiction, since I!Z3, being Gmply connected, admits no non-contractible loops.
We now give a more formal version of this discussion. Wc will need the following topological facts. Recall that we arc assuming that all sets in question correspond to subcomplescs of a common algebraic comples. 
Proof
of Proposition 4: Put. 9% = C1(R3 \ 372). Note that Z%' is necessarily path-connected, as it is the union of the esterior of the cube and a set of infinite cylinders. We apply Fact 5 to 3% and 3%!,', which is possible since both sets are closed, 3%' is path-connecbed, and their union R3 is contractible to a point<. Hence the numbers of pat.h-connected components of m and of d3?7 coincide. AR each component of 372. has at least one associated component of @7Z, this implies t,hat the boundary of each component of m is pat,h-connect.ed. Hence, 0 and 1 which lie in the same connected component of 97Z and on KG?. must. lie in the same path-connect,ed component of &%.
Since 0,l lie on dU, there esists a padh u' conncct,ing t.hem in C1(R3 \ U) c J7Z', and by assumption there is a path u connecting them in J%. Later it will be cunvenicnt to assume that CT' avoids the boundary of U esccpt at its endpoints. Assumption B guarantees that. u may be drawn entirely in Int 31t escept at 0 and 1.
For a contradiction, suppose that 0,l do not lie in the same component of S. Consider X := Z?, Us 97?', that is, bhe comples obtained by identifying 3T, and 3%' along S only; N% \ S is present in X in two copies, one as part. of 8% and one as part of ZG'?!. Apply Fact 6 to 'I' := 9'& W := TR', VUW = X, VnW = S. As 0 and 1 arc in dilfcrent components of Vn W, the pat.hs u, CT' t.hat connect &em in 9% and 3'R', respectively, form a non-cont.ractible loop 7 in X. Essent.ially, X is the same as I??" widh (a suflicicntly small open neighborhood of) dJ7Z \ S removed. In other words, our assumption of no pat.h connecaing 0 to 1 in S implies t.hat( 7 is not conaractible to a point. in R" \ (U3 \ S).
Consider a single path-connected component f of ii:cl: \ S. It is a two-dimensional face f of a37Z conbaincd fully in the boundary of a single cd-obstacle, say B, or in a single plane, say hl. We start, by considering the former case. Then f is a possibly non-simply-connected port,ion of dB. Suppose it has i 2 0 "holes." We augment f by i topological disks, each of which has as its boundary a noncontractible simple loop 'surrounding' esact,ly one hole in f and is ot,herwise fully contained in U n Int B. Thiu is possible since U n B is simply connected and f c U n 3B. WC can arrange for the i disks to be pairwise disjoint,. As the disks are contained in U and avoid Y%, t,hey miss pl. Let f* be f augmented with the disks; it is cont,ractible to a point by construction. Adding the disks to 69lZ \ S cannot. make 7 cont.ractible in the complement of t,he set, u thii shrinks t.he complement without touching pl. Howcvor, f' avoids (ZU7Z \ S) \ f and 17, and thus can be removed, in the sense t,hat, if 1 was not contractible in the complement of f' U (697Z \ S), it must also not be contractible in the complement of (am \ S) \ f' = (am \ S) \ f.
We now repeat this argument for t,he case where f is contained in the plane k. Here too, f need not be simply connected. However, it is fully contained in a P-face of U. The holes in f occur in the interior of &is face. AG wc' have assumed that pl avoids the boundary of U esccpt at 0 and 1, the holes in f are not touched by q. In particular, as above, we augment. f with pairwise disjoint. disks, one for each hole, such t,hat each diik interior is outbide of U and does not touch 07 while its boundary surroundti a hole in f. Again, augment.ing f with the disks does not a&t contractibility of the complement, and t,he augmented face f" avoids 7. However, f' is contractible to a point and disjoint, from the other set,s of BTIL \ S, so its removal will not affect contractibility of 7. To summarize, we have shown t,hilf a pat.h-connected component of &7Z\S can be eliminat,ed from this set. without making q contract.ible in the complement of the set. The process can now be iterated and, as t,he number of components is finite, we arrive at the situation where all components have been eliminated but 17 is still non-cont,ractiblv.
In other words, we have constructed a loop r] that is not contractible to a point in Iw3. Contradiction. There are L, for some k = 0, 1,2, robots placed at either their start or goal configuration, and 2 -k pnirs of robots that are in contact.
There are several different ways in which a permissible multiconfiguration can be achieved. We mention a few of the possibilities. One type of permissible multi-configuration is that RI is at its start configuration and RZ and R3 form a contact robot. Another type is that RI is at its goal configuration, RZ touches RI, and R3 is unconstrained. Although the number of types of permissible multi-configurations is fairly large, it is a constant. Each type of permissible multiconfiguration gives rise to a configuration space slice, as in the previous section. Since every touching pair of robots reduces the number of degrees of freedom of the multi-robot by one, and every robot fixed at its start or goal reduces this number by at least one (namely, by the number of its dcgrecs of freedom) the dimension of each slice is at most fl -2.
-WC now proceed as in the previous section: each type of permissible multi-configuration gives a configuration-space slice in which we compute a roadmap, we connect the roadmaps at a suitable collection of transition points (when the number of configurations common to two slices is infinite, WC again choose a point on each patch bounding the free parts in such slices) and search the resulting graph to frin$r find a feasible multi-path. We obtain the following Theorem 5 Let RI, R2, R3 be three robots operating in a workspace with a obstacles. Then we can compute a feasible multi-path for a given triple of start and goal configurations for RI, Rz, R3 in O(nd-') time, where d is the sum of the degrees of freedom of the three robots, if a feasible multipnth with positive clearance exists and Assumption A is sntisflcd, 6 Bounded-reach robots low-density environments Define the size of an object o, denoted by size(o) to be the radius of the smallest ball enclosing it. We say that the workspace W with the obstacle set C is a X-low-density environment [7, lG, 18, 201 if for any ball B, the number of obstacles 0 E C with size(C) > radius(B) that intersect B is at most X. (Our definition% the one used by de Berg et al, [7] , and is slightly different from the earlier definition in [18] .) If X is a (small) constant, we say that W has low dens&,
In this section we appIy the ideas from the previous sections to obtain efiicient solutions to the motion-planning problem for the so-called bounded-reach robots [19] moving in low-density workspaces. Bounded-reach robots are basically robots that are not too large compared to the obstacles. More precisely, they are defined as follows. Let pR be an arbitrary reference point in a robot R. Then the reach of R, denoted by reach(R), is defined as the radius of the smallest ball centered at pR that contains R, no matter in which configuration R is. For instance, if R consists of two links of length 1 that are both attached to the origin, and the reference point is the tip of one of the links, then the reach of R is 2. (If the reference point were the origin then the reach would be 1. For any two reference points in R, however, the two values reach(R) can be at most a factor of two apart.) A bounded-reach robot is now defined as a robot R with reach(R) 5 c -*{size(C)}, where c is a (small) constant.
Van der Stappen et al. [29] have shown that the free space of a bounded reach robot moving in a low-density workspace has O(n) complexity, irrespective of the number of degrees of freedom of the robot or the dimension of its workspace. They also show how to compute in O(n log n) time a decomposition of the configuration space, after which a feasible path between given start and goal configurations can be found in O(n) time. Hence, the total amount of time to solve the motion-planning problem is O(r.r log n).
If we have two or more bounded-reach robots then we cannot use the result of van der Stappen et al. directly, because the corresponding multi-robot does not have bounded reach. But when the number of robots is two or three, the multi-robots we have to consider when we restrict ourselves to permissible multi-configurations do have free configuration spaces with linear complexity.
Indeed, consider first the case of two bounded-reach robots. Clearly, when one robot is fixed at its start or goal configuration and the other robot moves, the free-space comple.xity of the moving robot is linear, because it has bounded reach. (The moving robot can be very large with respect to the fixed robot, which me now view as an additional obstacle, but this does not influence the asymptotic bound.) The remaining type of multi-configuration is where the two robots form a contact robot. Here the free-space comple.xity is also linear, because the reach of a contact robot is baunded by the reach of one of the constituent robots plus twice the reach of the other constituent robot.
For three robots a similar argument shows that the freespace complexities of all the configuration-space slices we have to consider are linear. The only case which is slightly different from the cases we have for two robots is when one robot is fixed, another robot moves in contact with the fixed robot, and the third robot is free. In this case the multi-robot formed by the second and third robot does not have bounded reach. But it follows from results of van der Stappen [18] that the robot that moves in contact with the fixed robot has only a constant number of combmatorially distinct critical configurations. Combined with the fact that the third robot had bounded reach and, hence, a linear number of critical configurations, this shows that the multirobot consisting of the second and third robot has a free space of linear complexity.
We have argued that in all the configuration-space slices we have to consider the comple.xity of the free space is linear. Moreover, we can use the algorithm of van der Stappen et al. to compute decompositions of these free spaces. The nature of these decompositions is such that we can use them to compute a suitable collection of transition points. The details of this (which are not very difficult) will be given in the full paper. This leads to the following result. Notice that the time bound of our algorit,hm is, like in t,he case of a &gle bounded-reach robot, independent of both t,he numbers of degrees of freedom of the robots and of bhe dimension of the workspace.
Theorem
S (i) Lef RI and R2 be two bounded-reach robots operating in a Iorv-density workspace with n obstacles. Then rve can compute a feasible multi-path for a @en pair of sfart and goal configurations for 121 and RZ in O(n logn) time, ifif esisfs.
(ii) Let RI, Rz, and R3 be three bounded-reach robots operafins in a low-density workspace with n obstacles. Then rve can compute a feasible multi-path for a given triple of start and soal configurations for Rx, R2, and R; in O(nlogn) time, if a feasible multi-path with posit& clearance e.sisfs and Assumption A is satisfied. Any collection of m > 3 robots can be viewed as a triple of robot::, one of which is a multi-robot. consisting of m -2 robots. Hence, our result. for triples can be applied t,o four or more robots. This will reduce the dimension of the configuration space one has to consider by two. Greater savings are possible if for any m there would be a O-l pat.h along t.he l-:-h&ton of the m-dimensional coordinat.ion diagram. If this is true (which me have been unable to prove or disprove), the xsulting reduction in dimension would be nz-1 and the motion-planning problem for m robots would be solvable in Q(n 1 d-d-2 time*
